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The legend o f Oum Kulthoum

She married late, when she was around fifty, and never bore a child. 
Born under a lucky star in the Egyptian Delta, she was named for 
the third of the Prophet Muhammad’s four daughters by his wife 
Khadija. Her lucky star and the growing pressure of an appréciative 
public persuaded her conservative rural father, a religious chanter, 
to allow her to perform at local ceremonies and, eventually, society 
parties. But she did so in the guise of a boy, dressed in maie Bédouin 
garb and headscarf. Eventually her famé led her to Gairo. Still under 
close parental supervision, still dressed as a teenage boy, she began to 
conquer Ezbekiyya, the downtown theatre district. It was at one of these 
early concerts, or so Selim Nassib imagines, that the poet Ahmad Rami 
first saw her perform and became enchanted by her voice.

So too, ultimately, throughthe power of radio, recordings, 
movies and télévision did a whole nation — and the Arab world — 
respond. Oum Kulthoum sang nearly 300 songs in her six-decade 
career. Her health and stamina finally gave out, but the spell on her 
audience — rooted in her voice, her articulation, the power of the 
words penned by the greatest Arabie poets and lyricists, and the music 
composed by the masters of modalities and scales — never faltered.

We think of her as matronly, in part because of her name, 
in part because of the propriety of her dress, once she ripped away 
the boys clothing. The image she crafted so carefully clashed so 
dramatically with her nearest rivais -  the gaudy Munira al-Mahdiya, 
the élégant Asmahan, the girlish Layla Murad. We envision her most 
often in dignified portraiture, ‘The Lady’ (al-Sitt) with her dark 
glasses counterpoised against the sphinx, or televised on stage in her 
later years, her hair piled on her head, élégant still but showing the 
weight of years. In the six films she made between 1936 and 1947» 
whether she played the darling slave girl or the saintly neighborhood 
physician, she lets down her hair and allows herself to be embraced.
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But somehow her body never relaxes in front of the caméra, and really 
tenses in the arms of her co-stars. The films were smash hits, but it 
was an uncomfortable medium, which only enhances an icy image 
and plays to those who want to construct her as asexual or lesbian.

Selim Nassib reminds us that she was, in her own unique 
way, a temptress who played, although neither malevolently nor 
coquettishly, with the hearts of millions of men -  and women. It is by 
now commonplace to say that they heard their stories in her songs. The 
title of the English translation, I Loved YouforYour Voice, is taken from 
one of the many songs referenced throughout the novel. But the more 
we talk about her incomparable voice, the more distant we become 
from her physical presence. Ahmad Rami — and ail the others -  fell for 
the package. And the marvel of Nassib’s writing is that he brings her 
character to life with such gusto and sensuality. Of course it is the 
vision of a spurned lover.

Rami, Nassib’s window into the soul of Oum Kulthoum, 
was elevenyears her senior, already an established poet and boon 
companion of the great composer-singer, Muhammad Abd al- 
Wahhab, when he first sees her perform. She has not yet shed her 
maie garb and claimed her real identity, but Rami is smitten and his 
obsession will rule the remainder of his life. In Michal Goldman’s 
wonderful documentaiy,^. Voice like Egypt (1996) Omar Sharif 
narrates simply that she absorbed him as a poet’ -  he wrote more 
songs for her than any other lyricist — ‘but rejected him as a man’.
Not so simply, imagines Nassib. In his care, theirs is a tempestuous 
romance, broken by spats, extended concert tours, his eventual 
marriage and fatherhood, and the intrusion of high politics -  
révolution and war, the euphoria of Suez and the crushing ‘setback’ 
of June 1967. It is a romance that remains unconsummated, but one 
in which a timely appearance, the clutch of a hand or an ever uneasy 
embrace carries a shared passion of the spirit.

Nassib has already treated Golda Meir, a veiy différent but 
equally grand matriarch in similar fashion. In The Palestinian Lover 
(2004) he gave us ayoung, passionate woman struggling with illicit 
love for a cosmopolitan Arab and her unyielding exclusivist Zionism. 
Yet Golda, so instantly memorable as the domineering head of State, 
is easier recalled as ayoungcounter-cultural State-builder shuttling 
between her agrarian kibbutz and the halls of power in the city. Oum 
Kulthoum speaks to multiple générations, but most immediately to 
those who recall her in her latter years as Egypt lurched from defeat 
and revolutionaiy disillusion headlong into Sadat’s consumer- 
driven ‘infitah’ and the explosion of sectarian violence and faith-
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based culture wars. She was personifred a decade ago in a celebrated 
Ramadan télévision serial, just on the eve of the satellite révolution, 
when Egyptians still tuned into a few primaiy channels and political 
and artistic biopics had notyet become a stale industiy. They 
watched, and marveled at the depiction of musicians and poets by 
their most popular character actors — and at the impersonation 
of the star by the lead actress. Sabreen brought vitality and early 
youthfulness to the singer and her music came alive on the little 
screen. Yet somehow she remained untouchable.

For those readers who know the story well, Oum will be a 
particularly engaging read.

The manner in which Nassib weaves in her artistic rivalries 
tells us just enough to draw a smile or nod. The same holds for the 
macro politics, her patronage by the palace, then embrace by the 
new revolutionary Nasser regime. References to potential dalliances 
with Hassanein Pasha, the King’s chief advisor, and a brief non- 
marriage to a fellow musician are noted, but perhaps underplayed 
by the jealous Rami. A string of musicians come and go, depending 
on the narrator’s mood. So we see a lot of Qasabji, a bit of Abu al-Ela 
and Sunbati -  Rami s great collaborators — but little of Muji or Baligh 
Hamdi. Asmahan is introduced as ayoung corner, then forgotten until 
her untimely death under mysterious circumstances.

To be sure a lot is missing. We see Oum Kulthoum 
positioning herself against Badia Masabni, but where is Munira 
al-Mahdiya? There is nothing regarding either her officiating of 
the musicians’ union, nor about her pioneering rôle in Hollywood 
on the Nile. She only made six films, but ever a shrewd, demanding 
businesswoman she exerted inordinate artistic control over major 
directors and producers. Nassib gives us one of many variations on 
Nasser’s personal intervention to keep her on the radio when, in 
the immediate aftermath of the Free Officers’ coup, a zealous censor 
determined that her patronage by the royal family warranted a 
blacklist. But there is no mention of her tense relationship with Abd 
al-Halim Hafiz, the new voice of the révolution, whose anthems to 
socialism and unity outshone her more traditional calls to national 
pride and who, although he died two years after her, at âge 47, was the 
closest thing to her successor and last of the musical giants.

Nassib does, however, weave a taie of wary competitiveness 
with Abd al-Wahhab, the dapper cosmopolitan and innovator to her 
traditionalism, so intent on fusing Western scales and melodies 
into a modem Arab music. Abd al-Wahhab is also the other major 
influence on Ahmad Rami’s life, not quite the devilish tempter, but
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he pulls Nassib’s narrator at times away from his primaiy muse and 
contributes to their discord. In the end, of course, the two giants 
became uneasy collaborators, fusing their enormous talents in the 
monumental Inta Omri, which premiered in 1964 and became the 
closest of ail the hits to being her signature piece. In a pure faiiy taie 
Rami would have provided the poem, but in this case Abd al-Wahhab 
created both lyrics and music. Oum Kulthoum resented the electric 
guitar, but she made the song her own.

Nassib’s stoiy traverses time and space like an epic poem, 
his narrator stoppingto elucidate key moments in détail and skipping 
over others with barely a note. Unrequited love, even jealousy, turns 
into intimate friendship. Rami outlived his muse by sixyears. Nassib 
places him at her deathbed. He has the courage to hint that for a 
younger génération she had — finally — become a bit of a burden. Her 
voice is still eveiywhere, perhaps like the pyramids taken for granted, 
background noise to a much more diverse, some would say more vulgar, 
soundscape. Perhaps she was better suited to an Egypt where one could 
still hear the creak of the waterwheel and the clop of the donkey cart.

Of course one need not be so fully versed in the life 
and career of ‘The Lady’ to appreciate Nassib’s stoiy. The English 
translation by Alison Anderson (who also translated The Palestinian 
Lover) conveys the power of the words she sang, if it can only hint at 
the tarab (ecstasy) induced in listeners by her performances. Salim 
Naseeb chronicles more than a half-centuiy of Egyptian and Middle 
Eastern histoiy, decades in which a countiy united to challenge 
colonial rule and throw off the yoke of a an embarrassing monarchy. 
An Egypt in which a brashyoung Paris-educated poet could doff his 
fez and sport a beret and a once timid countiy girl could reinvent 
herself as the ‘Star of the Orient’ (Kawkab al-Sharq). A countiy in 
which new mass media revolutionised popular entertainment and 
leisure patterns, in which women emerged into the universities and 
work force, and in which an iconic singer almost single-handedly 
helped a nation restore its shattered pride.

They loved her for her voice. But to a nation of sons and 
daughters, brothers, sisters, and lovers, she was so much more. Selim 
Nassim sent me digging into my old collection of her cassettes. I 
wasn’t surprised to see how many of my favorites came from Rami’s 
lovelorn pen.

s e l im  n a s s i b , I Loved Youfor Your Voice. English translation of Oum (éd. Balland, 
Paris 1996) by Alison Anderson (Europa Editions, New York 2006).
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